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2 completely different books about bass fishing, a 2 in 1 combo! Book 1: The author of this guide

takes you through the steps and shows you the secrets of bass fishing. Catching a giant bass is a

nice accomplishment, and a fun thing to do (something you want to take a picture of and post it on

the internet). The pros have the experience. You have the desire to learn. ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s time to get

educated before you waste your precious time waiting for fish that wonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t want to be caught.

Learn from the best. For example, you will learn:The right equipment to get started.Targeting, luring,

and figuring out the best location of the bass fish.Everything about fly-rodding, worms, skipping, and

drifting.Taking the weather and the area into account before you set out on a fishing trip.Special

techniques that will help you be more successful at catching bass.And much more!Book 2: Do you

live in North America? Are you eager to find those big bass fish and youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re willing to travel

for it? Then get this guide full of tips and locations about where to find those beautiful fish. This

guide will give you new insights about several places, among others:The best spots in California,

Texas, or Florida to catch bass.Mexican and Canadian reports of bass being caught.Specific tips

and tricks about catching bass.Techniques and lures for the ones who want to master catching

bass.And much more!Curious yet? Then donÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t wait and start reading to catch more bass

and take a picture with one of those big boys when you succeed. YouÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll thank me

later.Book 3: These simple but effective tips will lay the foundation for your trout, salmon, or other fly

fishing activities. YouÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll find helpful information, direct explanations and conclusions, and

the main basics to get started. Among others, you will read about:Washing and storing your

line.Equipment tactics, interesting facts, and insiderÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s comments.Three types of reeling

and the most efficient ways to choose bait for the fish.Casting techniques, preparing for storms, and

advice on choosing the right kind of rod.Remarks about wading, studying the prey, and avoiding

snags.And much more!Book 4: Specifically aimed at the catching techniques of fly fishing for

salmon and trout, this book will be a great addition to what you might already assume about the

fishing sport. There is so much in here that itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s hard to summarize. Just go ahead and

learn more about:Different kinds of salmon and ways to catch them.Dealing with the weather when

youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re fly fishing.Skills to master and equipment to use when catching trout.Powerful tips

on finding trout and the best areas to go to.Basic and advanced techniques to take your fly fishing to

the next level.And much more!You cannot afford to miss this! Saving yourself the trouble of figuring

all this stuff out on your own could be a killer annoyance. Just make it easier on yourself and take a

look inside. I will see you in the first chapter!
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This is a great book set on Fishing.All of the things, tips and guides that I need to know about guide

of fly fishing and bass fishing tips for beginners and advanced anglers are already included and well

written inside. Joe Steender has done an incredible awesome job in compiling and creating this

book.Also the unique parts of this book are the compilations of the ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Everything

about fly-rodding, worms, skipping, and drifting & Specific tips and tricks about catching bass &

Casting techniques, preparing for storms, and advice on choosing the right kind of

rodÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•. Very informative, useful and well explained.This book is really a great resource

for those who want to learn more about Fishing.

I am not a fan of fishing at all, in contrast to my husband who is a pretty crazy fishing geek . So I

wanted to buy this set of books in print for him, but thought I should check the electronic version first

:) and from what I understand it's quite a valuable bundle, as there are plenty of tips on choosing the

right equipment and fishing strategies too. So I would definitely buy the print version as a gift for



husband.

Recently my brother said that he wants to learn more about bass fishing. And I took this book for

him. He is delighted with the information he has found here. I leafed through the book, and indeed,

everything is explained in detail. I don't experience in fishing, but I can say that this is a book that

someone without experience can easily understand it.

If you want to learn bass fishing and become proficient enough that you could even enter a bass

fishing competition then download this book. The author has done an excellent presentation. There

are no magic bullets that will guarantee success, but as you become aware of the way bass

behave, the likelihood of catching more bass occurs. Great read.

This book is just beautiful. I've purchased many books and most aren't in color and don't have nice

thick pages or have illistrations on every page that keeps you entertained while reading like this

book does.

Awesome! Excellent book on bass fishing. Joe's legendary status and experience comes through to

the reader on a level they can understand and learn from. His style is humble and down-to-earth. He

shares his knowledge freely and the reader comes away benefiting from his experience. Highly

recommended to all!

Nice read. Thanks!!!

Lots of pointers and general information. A good overview. The book was also very useful because

it add more detail about overhead casting and line handling.My pop owns this book and this was

one of our guide to fly fishing.Great!
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